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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution is that one  month before filing 
of FIR complainant's 9 years old son was present and seen one cricket  match at their 
locality . When the ball was sent  to  out side the field by the batsman  complainant's  
son  was asked to  bring  the ball , 1st time  he  did it . When  2nd  time  complainant's 
son refused to do  so, as directed  by the player batsman  the  accused  came forward 
and  gave  him  slap as a result  complainant's son seriously  injured and later on 
brought  him  to the  hospital.  This is the case.
 

 An FIR was lodged  before Uluani  Police Station . Seen the FIR. A case 
was registered by Police and after investigation police submitted charge Sheet  u/s 
323/34   I.P.C by investigating officer .

The  accused  persons,  in  response  to  the  process  issued  to  them, 
appeared before the Court. Particulars of offences u/s  323/34  of IPC are read over 
and explained to the accused to which accused  pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 
tried, after copies were handed over and hearing both sides .

The  prosecution  side  has  examined  four  numbers  of   witnesses   in 
support of its case. The statement u/s 313 CrPC is  recorded  .The defense wants to 
adduce no evidence  on their behalf . Heard argument of both sides .  

1. Whether the accused voluntarily caused  hurt to the  victim  in  furtherance  of 
common intention ? 

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the evidence 
on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the culpability of the 
accused, victim has to be examined .  I have gone through the same carefully.

In his deposition PW1, informant Hara Kumar Barman  has stated  that 
the  incident  was  happen  two  years back . His son after coming from school was 
enjoying  a cricket  match in their locality . He also stated  that  his son  was  asked  to 
bring  the  ball  several  times .  First time  he  brought it . Second  time  when  his  son 
refused  to bring  the ball  accused Hemanta Barman   beaten up  his son . Blood oozing 
out from nose and face . 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS



         In his cross-examination PW1  stated  that  at  the  time  of occurrence 
he was  at home . But  he  had  seen  the occurrence    . Accused  has  given  a slapped  
on his left cheek . At  the time  of incident 10/12  persons were  present . 

              P.W 2 Arup Barman stated  that  the incident  took  place  2 years  back. 
On that day  after coming from school he went to  enjoying  a cricket  match  nearby . 
Firstly when he was asked to  bring  the ball  he did it . He  also stated  that  2nd  time  
when  PW2 refused  to bring  the ball he  was  beaten  up  by  accused  Hemanta 
Barman . 

            In his cross-examination PW2 stated  that  at the  time  of  incident  his 
parents  was at  home . After hearing hue and cry  his parents  came  to the spot. 

               P.W.3 Smti.  Rati  Barman  stated  that  her  son  went  to the play 
ground  to  see a cricket match 2 years  back . When he was asked  to bring  the  ball  
first  time,   he did it . She  also deposed  that  when  her  son  was  asked to bring  the 
ball  for second time  he refused  . Then  accused Hamanta had given  a slapped  to her  
son . As  a result  blood  oozing  out from  nose and face of her son . She  also stated  
that  her  son shouted and she  herself  went to the  spot .  

                     In her  cross-examination  she  deposed  that  she  has not seen the 
quarrel . After  the incident was  over  she  and her  husband went to the spot , she 
added . 

                P.W.4 Dr. Pancham  Kumar Bora stated  that  no  external  or  internal  
injury  was  found . 
  

Upon  careful  analysis  of  the  evidence  on  record  it  revealed  that 
prosecution  has not  examined any  independent eye witnesses. All   the witnesses 
deposed  that  there are  10/12 persons were  present  in the  spot . But  no  one 
examined . Although  PW1 & PW3 have  not  seen the  incident but they reached  the 
spot   after  the incident   was over  .   Therefore  ,   prosecution could  not  furnish  a 
corroborative  evidence of the  case .  Moreover medical report  shows  no external or  
internal  injury  of the victim . Therefore, I have reached the inescapable conclusion that 
the charges u/s 323/34  of IPC are not attracted. 
                                           

  ORDER

The  accused  persons  Hemanta  Barman and  Ashim Barman  are 
therefore acquitted of charges u/s  323/34  of IPC  and set at liberty forthwith. Bail 
bond shall be extended upto six months from today.     

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on this 19-
09-16.
 

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
              SDJM

      Kaliabor ,Nagaon



  

Appendix

Name of Prosecution Witnesses :

 PW1              : Sri Hara Kumar  Barman

PW2               : Sri Arup Barman

PW3                : Smti. Rati  Barman 

PW4                : Dr Pancham  Kumar Bora . 

Name of Defence Witness: none

Exhibited documents  are :

Ext-1                       : FIR 

Ext-2                       : Injury report . 
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